ITC Secure has a specialist superyacht practice advising shipyards, management companies, captains and owners. Our experts act as trusted advisors throughout the lifecycle of a superyacht. Our discreet and confidential advice helps protect your data, your privacy and your reputation from cyber criminals.

Our work includes:

- Cyber security reviews, to understand your risk
- Secured networks, to keep your data safe and your communication private
- Securing navigation systems, to prevent jamming and spoofing
- Bespoke cyber security awareness training, to build the “human firewall”
- Incident response, for fast reaction time in any attack
- Managed service, for all-round cyber security protection

Why ITC Secure

Led by former members of British intelligence and experienced cyber security professionals, ITC Secure provides discreet risk advice to the world’s leading names within the Superyacht industry.

We have designed a comprehensive suite of advisory services, defensive solutions and countermeasures which enable our partners to mitigate the risk of targeted cyber attacks. Our services prevent financial loss, reputational damage and invasion of privacy.
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how ITC Secure works with the superyacht industry

Our expert cyber security professionals provide the following bespoke services:

- Cyber Security Review
- vulnerability Assessment
- Digital Footprints
- Online Threat Monitoring
- User Awareness Training
- Managed Cyber Security Service
- Reputation Management
- Crisis Response and Mitigation

Contact Us

If you would like to know more about our market leading advisory services, our managed security services or want to hear more about our Security Insights programme; go to www.itcsecure.com, call 0207 517 3900 or email us at enquiries@itcsecure.com

At a Glance

Manage Cyber Risk with a combination of Technology, People and Process

Understand your vulnerabilities with a Cyber Review

Ensure your wider team is part of your defence through User Awareness Training

Keep up to date and ensure you remain secure with a Managed Cyber Security Service

Secure your online profile through Reputational Risk Monitoring and Management
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